Definitions
THE WHITNEY CONDITIONS. -For completeness, we recall the definitions of (a)-and (b)-regularity.
Let X, Y be disjoint C 1 submanifolds of R", and let y be a point in Y n X. X is (a)-regular over Y at y if:
(a) Given a sequence of points {xj in X tending to y such that T\ X tends to T, then T.YCT.
X is (b)-regular over Y at y if:
(b) Given sequences {xj in X, {^} in Y, both tending to y, such that T^ X tends to T, and the unit vector in the direction of x^i tends to X-, then ^er.
These conditions were first defined by Whitney in [18] . Accounts of them have been given by Thorn in [9] , by Mather in [6] and [7] , by Wall in [16] and [17] , by Gibson and Wirthmuller in [2] , and by the author in [13] and [14] . We refer to the tubular neighbourhood Ty of U n Y associated to (U, (p).
The following seems to be the clearest description of the conditions considered: (fls) for every C 1 chart (U, (p) for Y at y, there exists a neighbourhood V of y, V c= U, such that TiJy^x ls a submersion; (bs) for every C 1 chart (U, (p) for Y at y, there exists a neighbourhood V of y, V c= U, such that (71 (p, p<p)|vnx ls a submersion.
(b')-regularity. -As usual it is helpful to split (b) into two conditions, namely (a) and what Thorn calls (fc') in [10] . X is (b^-regular over Y at y if for some C 1 chart (U, (p) for Y at y:
(b') given a sequence {xj in X tending to y, such that T^ X tends to T, and the unit vector in the direction of XfTi^(Xf) tends to X, then Xer; (b) clearly implies (b') for any (U, (p). Also (b) implies (a), since given any vector v in Ty Y and any sequence {x ^} in X we can choose {y^} in Y coming in to y in the direction of v so slowly that .^i^i/I.Xi.yfl tends to v (see Mather [6] ). Conversely, if (a) holds and (&') holds for some (U, (p), we arrive at (b) by decomposing the vector ^ into the sum of two vectors, one in TyY and the other in Ty(7i;<p' 1 (y)}. Thus we have:
SOME TERMINOLOGY. -The basic local situation when studying stratifications is as follows: the strata X and Y are C 1 submanifolds of R" with Y <= X -X. We call Y the base stratum, and X the attaching stratum. When X is (^-regular over Y at y in Y, we will say that the pair (X, Y) is (fc)-regular at y, or that (X, Y)y is (b)-regular. When (X, Y)y is not (fo)-regular, we say that (X, Y)y is a (b)-fault: we justify this term below.
FAULTS AND DETECTORS. -When some equisingularity condition E is not satisfied at a point of a stratification, it is natural to call the point an E-fault (so retaining the geological terminology). Many proofs showing that one equisingularity condition implies another are by reductio ad absurdum: we suppose that the second condition fails, and then we show that the first condition necessarily fails as well. When we can do this we say we have detected the fault (the point where the second condition fails). In the same way counterexamples to implications between equisingularity conditions tend to be faults which are not detectable in some given way. Most of the results given in [13] consist of taking an equisingularity condition E and deciding whether possible detectors are effective or ineffective in detecting every E-fault.
(fl)-regularity and transverse foliations
We first give a helpful reformulation of (as) suggested by Dennis Sullivan.
(^k) Given a C^ foliation ^ transverse to Y at y, there is some neighbourhood ofyin R" in which ^F is transverse to X.
It is easy to see that (a s) is equivalent to (^1). Given (^1), (aj follows since the fibres of each retraction n ^ define a foliation transverse to Y of codimension the dimension of Y. Given Proof. -Thorn (page 10 of [9] ) shows how (a) implies (a s), and hence also (^r l ). It remains to show that (^1) implies (a). We suppose that there is an (a)-fault at 0 given by a sequence {x;}eX tending to 0, with T=lim T^ X, and ToY<4:T.
We shall adjust a codimension 1 foliation by hyperplanes parallel to a hyperplane containing T so as to be nontransverse to X at infinitely many x;. Since T^X tends to T as i tends to oo, there is some i'o such that f^fo implies VcjiT^X. Then for all i^io define a hyperplane H, bŷ^© (T^XeV^cT^Iir. Then H, tends to H as i tends to oo. Pick f^i'o such that |H,-H|<l/2fori^fi. Now pick an infinite sequence of pairwise disjoint balls B^(X() with radius r, and centre x i. This is possible since 0 is the only accumulation point of { x i} f= i. Then for all f, O^BJx,).
For all f^fi, place inside B^ (Xi) a "ripple": a foliated ball B^=B(i/2)^ .(yi) with radius (1/2) Vi, centre^, and the foliation ^^^'^•""l given by Construction 2.1 such that •^^^H,' Le -T^.^'f==Hi.
Define a foliation ^ on R" by the trivial foliation ^ by hyperplanes parallel to H on IR"-(J B,), together with ^\ on B, for all i^i^ ^ will be a C 1 foliation if we can define a C 
(pa is then a C 1 map. Elementary calculation using (*) shows that (pa is injective. Noŵ
and ^(pa(x, 3^) is the identity matrix ifa 2^2^! .
Calculation using (*) shows that rf(po(x, ^) is always nonsingular. Thus (pa is a C 1 diffeomorphism of [ -1, 1] 2 , which after scalar multiplication by r/4 as described above may be extended by the identity to a C 1 diffeomorphism of B^ (0) since J(pa (x, ± 1) is the identity matrix. It defines the foliation.
(PH will be the inverse of the resulting diffeomorphism. It only remains to verify (4) of Construction 2.1, i. e. to show that d ((p^1) tends uniformly to the identity matrix as a tends to 0; but this follows from the same result for rf(pa, and this in turn follows from the expression above.
COROLLARY 2.2. -((^-regularity is a C 1 diffeomorphism invariant.
Proof. -(^r l ) is clearly a C 1 invariant.
Having shown that transverse C 1 foliations detect (a)-faults, we refer to [4] for an example of an (a)-fault which is not detectable by transverse C 2 foliations, showing that Theorem A is sharp.
(^(-regularity and tubular neighbourhoods
Let X, Y be disjoint C 1 submanifolds of R". We say that X is (b ^-regular over Y if (using the notation of Mather [7] ) for allC 1 tubular neighbourhoods T of Y, there is a neighbourhood N of Y in |TJ such that (n^, pT)|xnN 1 s a submersion. We have already defined (bs ^regularity at a point y of Y n X. The following lemma justifies our use of the term (fo 5 ^regularity in both the local and global cases. 
-X 15 (b ^-regular over Y if and only ifX is (b ^-regular over Y at y,for all y e Y.
Proof. -If. Given a sequence of points on X tending to Y, at which (jiy, p^)x is not submersive, there must be some convergent subsequence with a limit YQ in Y. The implication follows.
Only if. Given a point YQ of Y and a C 1 tubular neighbourhood T<p of a neighbourhood U n Y of YQ in Y defined by a C 1 chart (U, (p) for Y at yo, it will suffice to find a C 1 tubular neighbourhood T of Y and a neighbourhood U' of YQ, U'c:U, such that T | u 'nY =^^ | u'nY-This follows from the Tubular Neighbourhood Theorem of [7] , which is proved in [6] . Proof. -"Only if" was proved by Mather as Lemma 7.3 in [6] , and in fact in 1964 by Thorn on page 10 of [9] . For another published proof see Lemma 2.3 of [19] .
It is left to prove "if". Suppose X is (^)-regular over Y at 0. It follows at once that X is (aj-regular over Y at 0 (see § 1), so that we can apply Theorem A to show that (a) holds. Suppose (fc) fails: we shall derive a contradiction. By Lemma 1, (b') must fail for every C 1 retraction onto Y.
Let TCi (resp. n^) be the local linear retraction defined near 0 of R" onto Y (resp. T()Y) orthogonal to To Y. Then (b') fails for n i, and there is a sequence {Xi ] in X tending to 0 such that
•|x,7Ci(x,)| tends to a limit ^, and T^X tends to a limit T, and ^^T.
The -^o, taking (y^, ..., y^) to ^ yf. We shall construct a C 1 diffeoi=m+l morphism (p of R" with (p |^ o^ = identity, such that the tangent space to X is contained in the tangent space to the fibre of p<p = p o cp on an infinite subsequence of the sequence {x,}, so that (fcj fails for (X, Y) at 0. As in the proof of Theorem A, pick an infinite sequence ofpairwise disjoint balls B^ (x^) = Bŵ ith centre x, and radius r, such that YnB,=0. Then OeB^. for all i. We shall obtain (p by perturbing the foliation of IR"-^ xO""" 1 ) by the level hypersurfaces of p, within each B^.
Let H=?i 1 eG^-i (R), and note that H=T©(T©?i) 1 because T and K have been assumed orthogonal. Since T^ X tends to T, and A,; tends to X, as i tends to oo, there is some io such that f^i'o implies X-,cj:T^ X. Then for all i^io we define a hyperplane H-T^.xeor^xe^v^T^.ffr.
H, tends to H as i tends to oo. Pick fi^i'o such that |H,-H|<1/4 for f^i'i. Let 8, > 0. Then it is clear that we can find a C 1 diffeomorphism v|^: (B,, x^ <D , equal to the identity near <9B,, such that rfv|/,(x,)=I^ (the identity matrix),
and^^.
for all p e B^, and such that for some t,, 0 < ^ < r,, the image by \|/^ of the foliation of B^ (x;) by the level hypersurfaces of p is the trivial foliation by hyperplanes parallel with K^T^p'^p^))). Now Kf==^, by definition of ^, and so Ki tends to H^-^lim^.) 1 as i tends to oo. Pick i^ii such that |K,-H|<1/4 for all f^i'2. Then |K;-H,|^1/2 for i^i^, by our choice offi and f^-For all 1^12 we now perturb the trivial foliation of B^ (x^) by planes parallel with K, by placing inside B, (x,) a "ripple": a foliated ball B^, (^) of radius (1/2) ^. centre ^, with the foliation ^H i-Kil g 1^11 ^ Construction 2.1, such that X,=XH. (the tangent atx, to the lea^f of the foliation passing through x, is H,). In the notation of 2.1, (pK. Let p E U" be such that | p \ < 5. Then p ^ [j B^, and thus Hence ^cp(p) is continuous at 0, and ri(p(0) is the identity matrix. By construction, the fibre of pq, = p o (p is not transverse to X at Xi, and hence neither is the fibre of(7i(p, pj=(7ro(p, po(p), so that (n^, p<p)|x is not a submersion near x^. Hence we have shown that X fails to be (^)-regular over Y at 0, using the hypothesis that X is not (fo)-regular over Y at 0.
This completes the proof of Theorem B. For, all limiting tangent planes to X at 0 contain the z-axis, and near 0 all points (x, y, z) on X have x/z small, and at such points the normal to the fibre of pq, will be close to (0 : 0 : 1). To see that near 0, if(x, y, z) is on X, then x/z is small, notice that the x-coordinate of the points in each barrow B^ is bounded above by m^ r^, while the z-coordinate is bounded below by m^ and r^ tends to 0 as n tends to oo and we approach 0.
Since it is shown in [4] that all C 2 retractions have their fibres transverse to X near 0, it follows that for all C 2 tubular neighbourhoods T(? of Y, the fibres of (TC^, p<p) are transverse to X near 0.
Note 3.5. -A semianalytic version of Theorem B. We refer to [12] for a proof that (hj implies (b) when X and Y are semianalytic. A careful reading of the proof in [12] shows that semianalytic (b)-faults can be detected by C 1 semianalytic tubular neighbourhoods, i. e. we can suppose that the detecting chart (U, (p) has a semianalytic graph.
